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The editors at the WLN’s Connecting Writing Centers Across Borders blog are excited to share what’s happening on the blog. This fall, our monthly releases highlight exchanges with international writing center folks in Brazil, Canada, Lebanon, Mexico, Rwanda, South Africa, Qatar, and Uganda. From the Slow Agency podcast, we’ve brought to you conversations about the role of writing and writing center work in community work and literacy education.

We’re also excited about adding interviews with WLN authors to our podcast line-up. Stay tuned for the very first one released in November, featuring Lucie Moussu discussing her article “The Ultimate Guide to Poorly Designed Research Projects” in the September issue of WLN. In the Global Spotlight section, we’ve welcomed the newest writing center in Brazil and shared what writing center work looks like in Rwanda. Subscribe to the blog by visiting www.wlnjournal.org/blog. Follow Slow Agency on Anchor, Spotify, YouTube, Apple Podcast, and Google Podcast.